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Polaris Slingshot ECM Removal 2015-2019 

Tools Needed for Install 

 10mm wrench or socket 

BEFORE YOU BEGIN: 
 
1. Your vehicle WILL NOT RUN without the ECM.  Make sure your vehicle is 

parked in a safe and secure location while your ECM is out for it’s tune 
flash. 

2. It’s always a good idea to disconnect the negative terminal from the 
battery before you begin work on your vehicle. 

 
1. Open your hood and locate the ECM on 

the drivers side of the engine bay, just in 
front of the windshield. Unlock the 3 RED 
clips by pulling them  
towards you. 
 
 
 

2.  
 

3. Press down on each spring lock, they will 
“click” when unlocked.  

Unlock red clips 

Press spring locks until you hear 
“click” 
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DDMWorks - 119A Hwy 183      
Piedmont, SC 29673  

Tech Support Call, Text or Email: 
(864) 907-6004, 

Polaris Slingshot ECM Removal 2015-2019 

If you have any questions during the installation you can call or text  
(864) 907-6004.  Email support is also available - Tech@ddmworks.com or 
Tune@ddmworks.com 

 
3. Raise each locking lever, then pull the  

connecter straight up to fully  
disengage. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
4. With a 10mm socket wrench, remove 

the two bolts securing ECM to  
vehicle.  

Remove bolts  

Raise all 3 locking levers to partially disengage 

Congratulations! You have successfully removed your ECM! 
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DDMWorks - 119A Hwy 183      
Piedmont, SC 29673  

Tech Support Call, Text or Email: 
(864) 907-6004, 

Polaris Slingshot ECM Removal 2020+ 

If you have any questions during the installation you can call or text  
(864) 907-6004.  Email support is also available - Tech@ddmworks.com or 
Tune@ddmworks.com 
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DDMWorks - 119A Hwy 183      
Piedmont, SC 29673  

Tech Support Call, Text or Email: 
(864) 907-6004, 

SHIPPING YOUR ECM 

If you have any questions during the installation you can call or text  
(864) 907-6004.  Email support is also available - Tech@ddmworks.com or 
Tune@ddmworks.com 

Ship your ECM along with a copy of your order to: 
 

DDMWorks 
ATTN: TUNE 

119A HWY 183 
Piedmont SC, 29673 

 

ECM’s are flashed on a first come first served basis,  
depending on workload, flashes may take 
2-3 days business days plus shipping time.  

Please keep this in mind when shipping your ECM.  

ECM Shipping to DDMWorks is the full responsibility of the customer.   
We recommend shipping your ECM with signature  

required and insurance value of $600.00 
 

 


